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Abstract

First developed in 1982, the double Poisson model, where goals scored by each team are

assumed to be Poisson distributed with a mean depending on attacking and defensive

strengths, remains a popular choice for predicting football scores, despite the multitude of

newer methods that have been developed. This paper examines the pre-tournament predic-

tions made using this model for the Euro 2020 football tournament. These predictions won

the Royal Statistical Society’s prediction competition, demonstrating that even this simple

model can produce high-quality results. Moreover, the paper also presents a range of novel

analytic results which exactly quantify the conditions for the existence and uniqueness of

the solution to the equations for the model parameters. After deriving these results, it pro-

vides a novel examination of a potential problem with the model—the over-weighting of the

results of weaker teams—and illustrates the effectiveness of ignoring results against the

weakest opposition. It also compares the predictions with the actual results of Euro 2020,

showing that they were extremely accurate in predicting the number of goals scored. Finally,

it considers the choice of start date for the dataset, and illustrates that the choice made by

the authors (which was to start the dataset just after the previous major international tourna-

ment) was close to optimal, at least in this case. The findings of this study give a better

understanding of the mathematical behaviour of the double Poisson model and provide evi-

dence for its effectiveness as a match prediction tool.

Introduction

Predicting the results of an upcoming major football (soccer) tournament is often a matter of

great public interest, with a wide variety of pundits [1] and professional companies [2] keen to

voice their opinion. The factors considered in making these predictions are widely varied, tak-

ing into account many different aspects of the game of football such as individual players, tac-

tics, past experience and form [1], but this paper aims to show that one can predict results with

a high level of accuracy using a simple mathematical model based on past team performance.

The model will rely on the assumption that goals are scored according to a Poisson Process,

an assumption seen in a wide variety of papers and first appearing in 1951 in [3]. Other models
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of goal-scoring have been used, such as in [4] (which edited the Poisson model to increase the

probability of low-scoring draws), [5] (which uses Weibull rather than exponential inter-goal

times) and [6] (which restricts its attention to predicting the goal difference in a game), while

some models, such as the one given in [7] attempt to estimate result probabilities directly,

without predicting the goals scored. However, the Poisson model has been shown to perform

similarly well to a wide range of alternative models in studies such as [8, 9].

In order to calculate the means of these Poisson Processes, the method developed in [10]

will be followed, which involves calculating an offensive and defensive strength for each team

based on their previous results. Many papers, including [11] introduce an additional parame-

ter to account for home advantage, but this will not be used in this paper due to the effects of

the COVID-19 pandemic (during which a large number of matches in the dataset were played)

—many papers, including [12], have shown that home advantage was significantly weakened,

at least in domestic football, although [13] shows it still persisted to some extent. However, in

non-pandemic times, it would be sensible to include such a parameter in the model.

The main novel contribution of this paper to the literature is a derivation of exact condi-

tions under which the parameters in the model can be uniquely defined from maximising the

likelihood. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, these results have not appeared before.

Another important novel contribution is the examination of the over-weighting of games con-

taining defensively weak teams, which can skew the estimated offensive and defensive

strengths in the model. Finally, by comparing the results of Euro 2020 to the predictions, it is

possible to examine the weaknesses of the Poisson model and show where possible improve-

ments could be made, while also illustrating that, despite these problems, it provided good pre-

dictions of the tournament.

This study is of course limited by the small number of models that it considers. Certainly,

there is scope for a comparison of a much wider range of models, similar to the work done in

[8, 9], which would help to show the extent to which the success of the double Poisson model

in predicting Euro 2020 was due to the tournament having a small number of “suprising”

results. However, the specific focus on the double Poisson model means that it can be exam-

ined in great detail, and both the analytic results derived, alongside the discussion of it’s poten-

tial to over-weight games, provide useful information for those seeking to implement this

model in the future.

A summary of the paper structure is shown in Fig 1. First, a brief derivation of the double

Poisson model will be presented, alongside the final equations for the model parameters.

Then, the conditions on existence and uniqueness of the solution will be stated, with the proofs

left to the supplementary material. After this, the problem of high defensive vulnerability will

be discussed, before the final predictions will be examined. This will be done by comparing

them firstly to the results of Euro 2020. Then, the choice of start date for the dataset will be

considered. Finally, the predictions will be compared to those made by a simpler linear model.

Methods

Model derivation

As previously stated, it will be assumed that each team scores goals according to independent

Poisson Processes, so that

Number of goals scored by Team A against Team B � PoiðmA;BÞ ð1Þ

where μA,B is the expected number of goals. Note that it is not necessary to assume that goals

are scored at a constant rate throughout the match (i.e. that the Poisson Processes are homoge-

neous) because the final number of goals depends only on μA,B—there is no requirement to
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estimate when the goals will be scored. However, the use of Poisson Processes does require a

“memoryless” assumption—that is, a goal being scored does not affect the number of goals

scored in the rest of the game—which is in general not reflected in a football match, and is a

potential source of error in the model.

It is also worth noting that, in this model, no distinction between home and away matches

is made. That is, the expected number of goals that Team A scores against Team B will be

equal to μA,B regardless of where the match is played. As discussed in the introduction, this is a

simplifying assumption, but reduces the number of parameters and avoids over-fitting from

the relatively small dataset used.

Indeed, due to the small number of relevant results between different teams (many of

whom have not played each other at all) it is necessary to reduce the number of parameters in

the model, rather than allowing each μA,B term to be independent. Thus, μA,B is assumed to be

Fig 1. The general sketch of this study.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0268511.g001
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of the form

mA;B ¼ OAVB ð2Þ

where OA denotes the attacking strength of Team A and VB denotes the defensive vulnerability

of Team B. The justification for this is found in the S1 File.

The OA and VB terms are not uniquely defined (one can see that multiplying the OA’s by

some positive constant λ and dividing the the VB’s by the same constant will preserve the val-

ues of each μA,B term. However, their interpretation as offensive strengths and defensive vul-

nerabilities can be justified by noting

OA ¼ Eðgoals scored by Team A against a team with defensive vulnerability 1Þ ð3Þ

and

VA ¼ Eðgoals conceded by Team A against a team with offensive strength 1Þ ð4Þ

To estimate these parameters, maximum likelihood estimation will be used. Given a set of

matches, M, represented by

M ≔ fðA;B; nÞ : Match n is between A ðat homeÞ and B ðawayÞg; ð5Þ

define xh(n) to be the number of goals scored by the home team in match n and xa(n) to be the

number of goals scored by the away team. Then, one can calculate the likelihood of the set of

results (under the model) as

LðO;VÞ ¼
Y

ðA;B;nÞ2M

e� OAVBðOAVBÞ
xhðnÞ

xhðnÞ!

 !
e� OBDAðOBDAÞ

xaðnÞ

xaðnÞ!

 !

: ð6Þ

where, for example O represents the vector of offensive strengths. Note each term in the prod-

uct is simply the Poisson probability of that number of goals being scored by the relevant

team. This leads to a log likelihood of

‘ðO;VÞ ¼
X

ðA;B;nÞ2M

½� OAVB þ xhðnÞlnðOAVBÞ � OBVA þ xaðnÞlnðOBVAÞ� þ const:: ð7Þ

To find the optimal values of OA and VB, it is necessary to solve the equations

@�
@OA

¼
X

A;B; n 2 M
A fixed

�

� VB þ
xhn
OA

�

þ
X

B;A; n 2 M
A fixed

� VB þ
xan
OA

� �

¼ 0 ð8Þ

@�
@VB

¼
X

A;B; nð Þ 2 M
B fixed

�

� OA þ
xhn
VB

�

þ
X

B;A; n 2 M
B fixed

�

� OA þ
xan
VB

�

¼ 0: ð9Þ

These equations can be significantly simplified. Define

PA;B ≔ Number of matches played between Team A and Team B; ð10Þ

fA ≔ Total goals scored by Team A; cB ≔ Total goals conceded by Team B: ð11Þ
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Then, Eqs (8) and (9) become

�
X

B

PA;BVB þ
fA
OA
¼ 0 and �

X

A

PA;BOA þ
cB
VB
¼ 0: ð12Þ

These equations make sense—note that

�
X

B

PA;BVB þ
fA
OA
¼ 0)

X

B

PA;BmA;BðOA;VBÞ ¼ fA; ð13Þ

which results in the moment equation

Expected Goals Scored By Team A ¼ Total Goals Scored By Team A: ð14Þ

Similarly, the other half of Eq (12) gives

Expected Goals Conceded By Team B ¼ Total Goals Conceded By Team B: ð15Þ

showing that they are moment matching estimators.

Existence and uniqueness of parameters

In general, there exist solutions to these equations, which give unique values of μA,B. However,

there are not unique values of the OA and VB, as the model depends only on the product of

these terms, and so redefining

O0A ¼ rOA 8A and V 0B ¼
1

r
VB 8B ð16Þ

means that the value of μA,B is unchanged for any A and B. Thus, it is necessary to fix the value

of one of the OA or VB terms in order to get a unique solution. In practice, this is not a problem

when solving the equations—the solver will converge to a solution and effectively choose the

scaling automatically—but it will be important to note this fact when calculating confidence

intervals.

The exact conditions for existence and uniqueness of the solution are given in the following

two theorems:

Theorem 1 Define the set of teams to be T. For any subset S� T, define Q(S) to be the set of
teams that have played at least one match against at least one of the teams in S. That is

QðSÞ ¼ fA 2 T : 9B 2 S s:t: PA;B > 0g: ð17Þ

Moreover, define

GA;B ≔ Total Number of Goals Scored by A against B; ð18Þ

and define R(S) to be the set of teams that at least one of the teams in S has scored against. That
is,

RðSÞ ¼ fB 2 T : 9A 2 S s:t: GA;B > 0g: ð19Þ

Then, there exists a finite global maximum of the log-likelihood ℓ(O, V) defined in the S1 File,

if and only if for any non-empty strict subset S� T,

R½QðSÞ� ¼ S) R½QðSÞ \ QðT=SÞ� ¼ ;: ð20Þ
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Theorem 2 Define

F ≔ fA 2 T : fA > 0g and C ≔ fA 2 T : cB > 0g: ð21Þ

Suppose that F (and hence C) is non-empty. Then, the values of μA,B = OA VB are the same at
each local maximum if and only if a finite maximum exists and for each non-empty set S,

S � F ) S � Q½QðSÞ \ C� \ F ð22Þ

and for any B 2 T

B=2F ) QðBÞ \ C 6¼ ; ð23Þ

and

B=2C) QðBÞ \ F 6¼ ;: ð24Þ

The proofs of these theorems are long and technical and are given in the S2 File. However,

combined, they show that there must be a unique solution for the parameters μA,B which must

in turn occur at global maximum of ℓ (as there can only be one stationary point and ℓ must

have a maximum). Alongside the proofs, algorithms are provided in S3 File. to efficiently

check whether the conditions hold and thus providing a method to check whether a unique

solution exists.

Parameter estimation

Data processing. The dataset used to estimate OA and VB comprised of all results in inter-

national matches between European nations between July 16, 2018 (the day after the 2018

FIFA World Cup ended) and May 28, 2021, which were dowloaded from [14]. The start date

was chosen as international teams tend to have significant transitions after major tournaments,

particularly World Cups, and so was a compromise between the amount and the relevance of

the data. Further investigation into this choice is found in the results section. The end date was

chosen for administrative reasons (in order to submit the predictions in time for the competi-

tion), although it would have been preferable to include all pre-tournament games. Note that

this dataset (and indeed all datasets) were found to have a unique solution for the μA,B from

the algorithms derived in the previous section. The data was then processed using MATLAB

R2020B and the code is available at [15].

Initial estimation of OA and VB. Fig 2 shows the distribution of the values of OA and VB.

Note that these variables have been scaled in order that the maximum value of VB is equal to 1.

This figure suggests that the estimates are sensible—there is, as expected, a clear negative

correlation between teams’ attacking and defensive strengths. However, there is also a notable

anomaly in the top-left corner—San Marino had an extremely low offensive strength of 0.09

and the maximum defensive vulnerability of 1 (much higher than the next highest, which was

0.79). This may perhaps seem unimportant—San Marino did concede a high number of goals

and scored only once in the dataset—but, as will be shown in the next subsection, the large

effect that this has on the other teams’ strengths may be counter-productive.

The problem of high defensive vulnerability. If a team has a very high defensive vulnera-

bility (in comparison to the other teams), the model parameters can become unreasonably

skewed by the results between this team and the other teams. This means that it may be prefer-

able to remove teams with high vulnerabilities from the model, as their games may not provide

useful data on true team strengths. To highlight this, it is helpful to consider the limiting case

of very defensively weak teams.
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Suppose that the strengths are normalised such that there is some very weak team M with

the property that

VM >> 1 and VB � 1 8B 6¼ M; ð25Þ

so that Team M is significantly more defensively vulnerable than any other team. Then, con-

sider the equation for the offensive strengths

fA
OA
¼
X

B

PA;BVB � PA;MVM ð26Þ

which is a good approximation provided

PA;MVM >>
X

B6¼M

PA;BVB: ð27Þ

Moreover, in this limiting case, one would expect most of the goals scored by each team to

be scored in their games against Team M. That is,

fA � GA;M ð28Þ

and so,

OA �
GA;M

PA;MVM
ð29Þ

which means that the offensive strengths are to leading order determined solely by the results

between teams A and M. This is problematic as GA,M may in practice be roughly independent

of OA, as a strong offensive team is unlikely to perform better than a medium offensive team

against team M—they will both score a large, fairly arbitrary number of goals.

This limiting case is somewhat unrealistic, but underlines a potential problem in the model

—it gives high weight to games between very strong and very weak teams. This is a problem—

for example, a result of 8–0 may lead to the strong team being rated significantly higher than if

they had “only” won 5–0, even though both results are indicative of a similar level of domina-

tion. Indeed, in both cases, the intensity of the game is likely to drop significantly once the first

few goals have been scored.

Because of this, all of the matches including San Marino were discarded from the model

used for the competition, although both models will be analysed in this paper to test the effect

of this decision. It would also have been possible to remove more teams—for example, Gibral-

tar’s defensive vulnerability of 0.79 was approximately 0.07 higher than the next highest vul-

nerability—and further investigation may be useful in determining a threshold for removing

teams.

A similar problem occurs if one team is significantly offensively stronger than all the other

teams (as then the results against that team will determine the defensive vulnerabilities). How-

ever, as shown in Fig 2, there are no outliers with particularly high offensive strengths. More-

over, all of the teams with high offensive strengths were playing in Euro 2020, and so no teams

were discarded based on their offensive strength.

Final estimation of OA and VB. The values of OA and VB were thus re-estimated based on

the results set with San Marino removed, and a comparison between the two sets of values is

given in Figs 3–5.

These figures illustrate that removing San Marino most significantly changes the attacking

strengths of the teams that played against San Marino. Indeed, all of the teams with attacking

strengths that changed by at least 2% had played at least one match against San Marino. The
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largest change was Cyprus, who scored 9 goals in two games against San Marino, 36% of their

total goals across the 27 games they played in the original dataset. This illustrates the high

weight of these games—their offensive strength falls dramatically once they are removed. Simi-

lar reductions in offensive strength were also caused to the offensive strengths of Moldova

(who scored 27% of their goals against San Marino), Kazakhstan (25%), and other lower-

ranked nations, albeit to a lesser extent. Moreover, the strengths of the strongest nations that

had played against San Marino, Belgium and England, increased significantly as these coun-

tries had failed to reach the unrealistic expectation of averaging respectively 9.1 and 8.8 goals

per game against San Marino (although they did achieve a very respectable 6.5 and 5.0

respectively).

The fact that removing San Marino had a much smaller impact on the estimated defensive

vulnerabilities is positive—games against San Marino (who have such a low offensive strength

that they are very unlikely to score against almost any opponent) provide very little informa-

tion on the defensive vulnerabilities of their opponents. In fact, the differences at least 2%

Fig 2. Initial paramter values. The values of the attacking strengths, OA, and defensive vulnerabilities, VB, from the full dataset of 55 European teams,

using matches between July 16, 2018 and May 28, 2021. Note that the parameters have been normalised so that the maximum defensive vulnerability is

equal to 1.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0268511.g002
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appear to be mostly secondary effects from the changes in offensive strengths—the largest

change occured in a team (Iceland) that had not played San Marino!

The disadvantage of removing San Marino from the dataset is seen most clearly in the

increase in offensive strength of Gibraltar, who managed to score only one goal in two games

against San Marino, which, while lower than the expected 2.2 goals, was not particularly anom-

alous. However, it seems that the positive effects (particularly on the nations competing in

Euro 2020) far outweigh the negative effects, and so San Marino were indeed removed in the

final model. As will be shown in the Results section, this model performed marginally better

because of this decision.

Confidence intervals for OA and VB. Because OA and VB are maximum likelihood esti-

mates (MLEs), it is possible to approximate confidence intervals using the information matrix.

However, firstly, it is necessary to fix one of the variables as otherwise, there is still a degree of

freedom in the model. This was done by fixing the defensive vulnerability of Gibraltar (the

defensively weakest team left in the model) to be equal to 1. The confidence intervals are

Fig 3. Parameter changes after removing San Marino. A comparison of the estimates of the offensive strengths, OA, and defensive vulnerabilities, VB,

depending on whether San Marino’s results are used. Note that the black lines join points corresponding to the same team, and that the variables have

been normalised so that the defensive vulnerability of Gibraltar (0.79) is the same in both cases.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0268511.g003
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shown in Figs 6 and 7. Note that, in order to make the figures legible, only the teams playing in

Euro 2020 have been included.

Figs 6 and 7 illustrate that there is a reasonable amount of uncertainty in the predicted

strengths, with the confidence intervals for most pairs of teams overlapping. This is a disadvan-

tage of using quite a small dataset, with only 1378 data points for the 108 model parameters.

However there are still some significant differences between teams’ strengths.

Results

In order to test the efficacy of this model, it was used to create (pre-tournament) predictions

for the delayed Euro 2020 competition, which ran from June 11 2021 to July 11 2021. The pre-

dictions were then entered into the RSS Euro 2020 Predictor Competition, [16], to assess them

in comparison to other models.

Fig 4. Changes in offensive strength after removing San Marino. The percentage change in the estimated offensive strength, OA, for different teams

when San Marino is removed from the model. Note that only values that changed by at least 2% have been included.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0268511.g004
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Predicting goals

Figs 8 and 9 show a comparison between the predicted number of goals scored and conceded

by each team and the actual values of these variables. These predictions were based on knowl-

edge of which games actually took place in the tournament, alongside the games which went to

extra time (and so were not pre-tournament predictions). Note that the prediction intervals

for the predictions are calculated based on the assumption that the estimated parameters are

correct (rather than incorporating the uncertainty in the parameters and that they were calcu-

lated so that the probability of the result lying below is at most 2.5% and the probability of the

result lying above is at most 2.5%).

These predictions match the actual values very well, with 47 of the 48 actual values lying

within the approximate 95% prediction intervals, and the majority of the values lying very

close to the predictions (particularly in the predictions of goals scored). This is illustrated by

the fact that the sum of the squared residuals across these 48 predictions is approximately 178,

while the expected sum was 292. However, this large difference has a p-value of approximately

0.036, and so suggests that the model assumes too much variance in goals scored—something

Fig 5. Changes in defensive vulnerability after removing San Marino. The percentage change in the estimated defensive vulnerability, VB, for

different teams when San Marino is removed from the model. Note that only values that changed by at least 2% have been included.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0268511.g005
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which is exacerbated by the fact that this variance does not include any parameter uncertainty.

This is a common criticism of the Poisson model, with many authors such as [4] suggesting

that the Poisson distribution over-estimates the probability of large numbers of goals, leading

to a higher expected variance. However, it is encouraging that the assumption of Poisson vari-

ability does not appear to affect the means significantly, which appear to be good predictions.

Predicting results

While goals scored and conceded provide a good way of assessing the effectiveness of the

model, its purpose was to estimate the results achieved by each team, and these predictions

will now be analysed.

One useful statistic is the log-likelihood of the set of results from Euro 2020 according to

the model, the metric used in the RSS prediction competition [16]. This was -39.33, which

Fig 6. Confidence intervals for the OA parameters. Approximate 95% confidence intervals for the offensive strengths, OA of the teams playing in Euro

2020.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0268511.g006
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compares well with the expected value of the log-likelihood under the model (effectively the

entropy of the tournament according to the model) which was -40.98. The probability of the

log-likelihood being higher than -39.33 was approximately 0.34, suggesting that the problem of

too much variance in the goals distribution does not occur as strongly when predicting indi-

vidual results. Moreover, this model returned a higher log-likelihood than all of the other mod-

els in the RSS prediction competition, and indeed the log-likelihood of the model if San

Marino had not been removed (which was -39.49) highlighting its ability to predict results

accurately.

Another method of testing the predictions is to create a Quantile-Quantile (QQ) Plot.

Given probabilities pn, qn and rn for the three outcomes in match n, one can simulate the out-

come of match n using a uniform random variable Xn and seeing which of the intervals (0, pn),

(pn, pn + qn) and (pn + qn, 1) it lies in. Conversely, given the outcome, one has a conditional

Fig 7. Confidence intervals for the VB parameters. Approximate 95% confidence intervals for the defensive vulnerabilities, VB of the teams playing in

Euro 2020.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0268511.g007
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distribution on Xn, which is that

Xn �

Uð0; pnÞ if outcome corresponds to interval ð0; pnÞ

Uðpn; pn þ qnÞ if outcome corresponds to interval ðpn; pn þ qnÞ

Uðpn þ qn; 1Þ if outcome corresponds to interval ðpn þ qn; 1Þ

8
>>><

>>>:

ð30Þ

where U(x, y) is a uniform random variable taking values in x and y. Thus, one can re-simulate

the variables Xn using the outcomes of all of the matches, and create a QQ plot to test the fit.

Moreover, by ensuring in each case that pn> qn> rn, one can use this QQ plot to check for

bias towards stronger or weaker teams.

Fig 10 shows a bias towards lower values of Xn, which in turn suggests a bias towards

weaker teams in the model. That is, the stronger teams won more often than expected, which

meant that the variable were sampled from a lower part of the interval [0, 1] than would be

Fig 8. Predicting goals scored by each team. The number of goals scored by each team, alongside the predicted (mean) number of goals scored and an

approximate 95% prediction interval.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0268511.g008
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expected. This is in keeping with the fact that the log-likelihood was higher than expected (as

the log-likelihood decreases faster when weaker teams perform better). However, recalling the

very high p-value for the log-likelihood, further investigation is required to test whether this is

simply random, or if the high variance in the Poisson goals distribution does cause the model

to be biased towards weaker teams.

Choosing the start date of the dataset

One of the most important decisions when using this method to model football results is to

choose the time interval in which games are included in the dataset. The right endpoint of this

interval is not difficult to choose—unless there are serious extenuating circumstances, more

recent games should give more relevant data, and therefore the interval should include all

games up to the date that the predictions are made. However, there are competing factors to

consider when choosing the left endpoint. Increasing the number of games in the interval will

decrease the effect of random noise, which can have a significant effect on the final predictions.

However, the relevance of the data decreases as one moves further back in time (as the players

Fig 9. Predicting goals conceded by each team. The number of goals conceded by each team, alongside the predicted (mean) number of goals

conceded and an approximate 95% prediction interval.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0268511.g009
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and managers change) and so increasing the number of games may simply cause the final pre-

dictions to reflect past, rather than current strength.

Fig 11 illustrates how the predicted attacking strengths of the teams that competed in Euro

2020 changes based on the length of the dataset. It illustrates that the predictions are very sensi-

tive to this length when the interval is small, but that this sensitivity decreases with interval

length. It further shows that the final choice of the interval, which started on July 16, 2018, was

in a region where this sensitivity was fairly low, suggesting that the interval was sufficiently

long.

Fig 12 illustrates the score that would have been achieved depending on the start date of the

dataset. This suggests that the choice of date made for the competition, July 16, 2018 was sensi-

ble, as the best score was achieved at October 10, 2018—very close to this date. Thus, it seems

that the method of choosing the start date to be immediately after the previous major tourna-

ments worked well in this case although perhaps one could afford to reduce the size of the

dataset slightly.

Fig 10. A Quantile-Quantile (QQ) plot for the re-generated uniform random variables. A QQ Plot for the uniform random variable simulations

described in (30), conditional on the results of Euro 2020. Note that for each result, 100 uniform random variables were sampled in order to minimise

variance in the plot.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0268511.g010
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It is worth noting that, were it not for the pandemic, there would have been fewer matches

in the interval between the World Cup in 2018 and Euro 2020 (as the 2020–21 UEFA Nations

League group stages were played before the Euro 2020 as a consequence of Euro 2020 being

rearranged) as well as a shorter time interval (and therefore a lower level of player turnover).

Further investigation would be required to see whether, in a “normal” international cycle, it

would be beneficial to keep the interval at three years, rather than using the previous major

tournament as the start date.

It is also worth noting that the log-likelihood appears to converge to approximately -43 as

the length of the dataset increases to infinity. This is significantly higher than the log-likelihood

of the “null” model (where each result is assumed to be equally likely), which is -49.9. This sug-

gests that each country has some long-term advantage or disadvantage, which is plausible, as

population and investment levels vary dramatically, and relatively stably, across the continent.

Fig 11. The attacking strengths as a function of the start date of the dataset used. This shows how the predicted attacking strengths, OA of the 24

teams that competed in Euro 2020 vary depending on the start date of the dataset of matches. Note that in all cases the end date was May 28, 2021—the

date of submission to the competition.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0268511.g011
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Comparison to a linear ranking model

An extension of the double Poisson model is that one can rank the teams based on the parame-

ters OA and VB. Indeed, note that

PðTeam A beats Team BÞ > PðTeam B beats Team AÞ , mA;B > mB;A ð31Þ

, OAVB > OBVA ð32Þ

,
OA

VA
>

OB

VB
; ð33Þ

Fig 12. The log-likelihood of Euro 2020 as a function of the start date of the dataset used. This shows how the log-likelihood of Euro 2020 according

to the model (the metric for the RSS competition) depends on the start date of the dataset of matches. Note that in all cases the end date was May 28,

2021—the date of submission to the competition, and each international break was considered as a single unit (and thus it was assumed that one would

not set the start date in the middle of such a break).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0268511.g012
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assuming that the defensive vulnerabilities are non-zero. Thus, one can define the ranking, rA,

of Team A to be

rA ¼
OA

VA
ð34Þ

One can test this model by comparing it to the linear ranking model derived in [17]. This

model gives rankings, denoted here by r0A to teams, by assuming that when Team A plays

against Team B, the number of goals scored by Team A subtracted by the number of goals

scored by Team B (written as the goal difference, dAB) is

dAB ¼ ðr0A � r0BÞ þ �AB; ð35Þ

where �AB is some error term with mean 0.

Using least squares estimation then results in

r0A ¼
P

B:ðA;B;nÞ2MdAB

nA
; ð36Þ

where nA is the number of games played by Team A. This can be interpreted as

r0A ¼ Average goal difference for Team A: ð37Þ

Fig 13 shows a comparison of the rankings for the 24 teams that took part in Euro 2020,

after appropriate normalisation has taken place (noting that the Poisson rankings rA can be

multiplied by any constant, and the linear rankings can be translated by any constant). The

two rankings are relatively similar—there was an overall correlation of 0.92 between them—

which suggests that the linear model retains most of the important information.

However, there are some notable exceptions which arise from the fact that the linear model

does not take into account the difficulty of a team’s fixture list. In particular, North Macedonia

(the only team in this list that played in the bottom division of the UEFA Nations league, and

therefore had weaker opponents more often) have a significantly inflated rank. This is exem-

plified by the fact that the correlation coefficient drops to 0.84 when the rankings of all mod-

elled teams are compared—this list includes more teams whose ranking is increased like North

Macedonia’s. Certainly, the linear model relies on each team’s fixtures being of comparable

difficulty.

To compare the two models, one can use the goal difference in each match and compare it

to the predictions. That is, if the actual goal difference for a match between Team A and Team

B is dAB, then

Error for double Poisson model ¼ jdAB � ðOAVB � OBVAÞj
2 ð38Þ

and

Error for linear model ¼ jdAB � ðr0A � r0BÞj
2
: ð39Þ

The results of Euro 2020 give a mean squared error of 2.05 for the Poisson model, lower

than the mean squared error of 2.21 for the linear model. As the mean squared difference

between the predictions is only 0.19, this suggests that, while the models give broadly similar

results, the extra information used in the Poisson model does help it to be more accurate.

However, more testing would be needed to determine this to a higher level of significance.
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Discussion

While derived from simple principles, the model presented in this paper gave predictions of

Euro 2020 with a good level of accuracy. However, it appears that there are still improvements

that could be made, as the data suggest that the model assumes too high a level of variance in

the goals scored by each team, and in the overall results.

Alongside the results of the predictions, a wide range of analytic results were provided. An

advantage of the Poisson Process model is that the conditions for existence and uniqueness of

the parameter solution can be exactly formulated. This is especially useful when attempting to

apply the model to small or weakly-connected datasets, as the algorithms given in this paper

provide a simple way of determining whether sensible predictions can be made. This has

potential applications in the scheduling of tournaments where there is insufficient time for a

round-robin to be played, allowing the organisers to estimate the probabilities of there being

Fig 13. A comparison of team rankings from the double Poisson model and those from the linear model. This shows the rankings that are derived

from each model for the 24 teams in Euro 2020. Note that the rankings have been normalised to ensure that they have the same sum, and to allow for

easy comparison. This means that the Poisson rankings do not match the parameters considered in previous figures.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0268511.g013
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sufficient data for a ranking of the competitors to be formed in this way. The comparison in

the previous section suggests this ranking would be more accurate than one formed from a lin-

ear model, increasing the utility of these results.

One way in which the model could be improved would be to use a different distribution for

the number of goals scored. One simple change would be to set a maximum number of goals

that a team could score in a game, which would help to eliminate the variance caused by the

tails of the Poisson model. Alternatively, one could use a different underlying model alto-

gether, for example, the Weibull model suggested in [5].

Furthermore, it would be beneficial to investigate whether weighting games in the dataset

differently could help to improve the accuracy of the predictions. For example, Czech Republic

performed far better than the model expected them to, but had much better results in the sec-

ond half of the dataset compared with the first, suggesting that there could be a benefit to

weighting more recent games more highly. Furthermore, the dataset contains a large number

of friendly matches which are often played between second-string teams and may not provide

much useful information about the result between those teams in a competitive match.

A further area of development would be to attempt to model the effect of home advantage,

which was in [13] shown to be important even during the COVID-19 pandemic, when fans

were unable to attend matches. Home advantage has been modelled in numerous papers,

including [4], and may have been especially useful due to the unique nature of Euro 2020,

where many teams played a couple of matches at home stadia.

However, this idiosyncrasy of Euro 2020 also made modelling easier, as it meant that all

teams took part in the qualification process (unlike in “normal” tournaments where the host

country qualifies automatically). To model the strengths of the host country accurately would

be difficult, as there would be far less relevant data, and would possibly require the dataset to

be taken over a longer interval, at least to estimate the strengths of this team. Further investiga-

tion would be required to quantify the effect of this on the accuracy of the overall predictions.

Summary and conclusions

The results of this paper are summarised below

• The double Poisson model predicted the results of Euro 2020 with a high degree of accuracy.

• When using the double Poisson model, it may be helpful to remove results against teams

with a very high defensive vulnerability, as these results can skew the dataset.

• The choice of start date for the model, which was the end of the previous major tournament,

was close to optimal, and this could be a good guideline for future predictions.

• While the simple linear model also gave good predictions, it appears that the extra informa-

tion used by the double Poisson model helps it to be more accurate in general.

• The double Poisson model may assume too much variance in the results, meaning that

another distribution for goals scored could be more effective.

• Changes to the model, such as weighting the games differently depending on whether they

are recent or important matches, could help to improve the accuracy of predictions
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